2014-2015 HCC Ybor Art Gallery Exhibition Schedule

All fine art exhibits will take place in the Ybor Campus Art Gallery, Performing Arts Building, First Floor, Palm and 15th Street, and are free and open to the public.

Oct 2-31, 2014  Feel Herd, Bradley Arthur, A Sculpture Exhibit
Reception: Thurs, Oct 9
Born in Tampa and raised in Miami Beach, sculptor Bradley Arthur’s work is recognized internationally. He is listed in the Smithsonian Institution’s inventory of American sculpture, with a number of his sculptures being part of the collection of the Yale University Art Gallery. Several of his sculptures can be seen in downtown Tampa as permanent public art commissions. He will present a mixed media exhibit of past assemblage work and new sculpture, highlighting 40 years of creative freedom.

Nov 6-24  Thomas Kramer, “Dance Portraits”
Reception: Thurs, Nov 20
In conjunction with the HCC Dance Department’s Fall Dance Recital, the Gallery is pleased to exhibit several photographs by St. Petersburg photographer Thomas Kramer. Most of the images to be shown were photographed in HCC’s Mainstage Theatre and will include work choreographed and performed by HCC Dance Department faculty and students.

Dec 4-15  Blake Arts Magnet High School, “Senior Masters Exhibition”
Reception: Thurs, Dec 4
In our 15th year of partnership, Howard W. Blake Arts Magnet High School seniors with a four-year concentration in the visual arts show their work at the college level. Award winners are given HCC Art Department scholarships for tuition.

Jan 12-Feb 12, 2015  Suzanne Camp Crosby, “Assembly Required”
Reception: Thursday, Jan 29
Suzanne Crosby has been head of the HCC Art Department and Photography Instructor for 35+ years. She is retiring in May 2015. She is a dedicated leader, teacher and strong advocate for the Tampa arts scene. This exhibit will feature at least one photograph from each year of her fulltime tenure from 1994-2015.

February 12, 2015  Animation Film Festival
7:00pm MainstageTheatre
The Ybor Gallery is very excited to collaborate again with The Scarfone/Hartley Gallery on an Animation Film Festival in conjunction with the University of Tampa’s Electronics Alive VIII biennial exhibition that presents computer animations, interactive digital works and virtual artworks from artists worldwide. UT Professor Santiago Echeverry will present an exclusive show of cutting-edge animated films that challenge and inspire. Free and open to the public in HCC’s Mainstage Theatre.
Feb 19-March 27  Geoffrey Gorman, “Creatures of Curiosity”
Reception: Thurs, Feb 19  5-8:00pm
Geoffrey Gorman, based in Santa Fe, NM, thinks of his constructed creations as present
day artifacts. Gorman will present a thought-provoking assembly of animals and birds
made from found metal objects and wooden sticks. With this assemblage, spanning 10
years of Gorman’s work, the viewer will be able to see the evolution of unique
construction methods combined with a wide variety of reclaimed materials and cast off
objects.

April 8-30  41st Annual HCC Juried Student Art Exhibition
Reception: Wednesday, April 8  4:30-7:30pm
This exhibition is our 41st Annual HCC student show in which all art students enter
selected mediums created in the 2 semesters of 2014-15. The work will be judged by a
respected outside juror. Winners will receive monetary scholarships sponsored by
Tampa’s Art support group, Las Damas De Arte, who we have collaborated with for 25+ years.

May 18-June 18  “The Message Is In The Medium: Silk Artists Portray World
Visions”
Reception: Thurs, May 28  4:30-8:00pm
We have invited seven silk painters from the US and Europe to create an installation of
2D and 3D landscapes and dreamscapes celebrating the rising awareness of women’s
world visions on global and environmental concerns. The artworks are all on hand-
painted silk panels, curated by Tampa silk artist Elizabeth Mitchell.

July 9-Aug 5  Community Stepping Stones, “THINK eARTh:
The Tampa Bay I Want to Inherit”
Reception: Thursday, July 9
Collaborating for 14 years now, the gallery at HCC has provided an important link to the
ever-evolving, well-respected, community-funded, art-infused community learning
program for at-risk teens in Sulphur Springs. As growth changes in 2015 are inevitable,
we will determine the focus of their exhibit as possibilities emerge.

Aug 17-Sept 24  Margaret Ross Tolbert, “AQUAferious”
Reception: Thursday, Sept 10  4:30-7:30pm
Margaret Ross Tolbert is an artist based in Gainesville, FL. Over the past 20 years her
large, brilliant paintings and writings of North Florida springs document some of their
many unique features. They emphasize the urgent need for the preservation of Florida’s
freshwater springs and the Florida Aquifer. In 2010 the book AQUIFERious was
released, with art and writing by Tolbert and thirteen other contributors.
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